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Abstract 

Rapid improvements in computational science, processing capability, main memory sizes, data collection 

devices, multimedia capabilities and integration of enterprise data are producing very large datasets (10s-100s of 

gigabytes to terabytes). This rapid growth of data has resulted in a serious imbalance in I/O and storage system 

performance and functionality. One promising approach to restoring balanced UO and storage system performance is 

use of parallel data aansfer techniques for client access to storage, devicetodevice transfers, and remote file transfers. 

This paper describes the parallel UO architecture and mechanisms, Parallel Transport Protocol, parallel FIT, and 

parallel client Application Programming Interface (API) used by the High Performance Storage System (HPSS). 

Parallel storage integration issues with a local p a d e l  file system are also discussed. 

Introduction 
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- > Rapid improvement in computational science, processing capability, main memory sizes, data collection 

devices, multimedia capabilities, and integration of enterprise data are producing very large datasets. These datasets 

range from tens to hundreds of gigabytes up to terabytes. In the near future, storage systems must manage total 

capacities, both distributed and at single sites, scalable into the petabyte range. We expect these large datasets and 

- 

capacities to be common in high-performance and large-scale national information infrastructure scientific and 

commercial environments. One result of this rapid growth of data is a serious imbalance in UO and storage system 

performance and functionality relative to application requirements and the capabilities of other system components. 

To deal with these issues, the performance and capacity of large-scale storage systems must be improved by two 

orders of magnitude or more over what is available in the general or mass marketplace today, with corresponding 
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DRAFT 
improvements in architecture and functionality. The goal of the HPSS collaboration is to provide such 

improvements. HPSS is the major development project within the National Storage Laboratory (NSL). The NSL 

was established to investigate, demonstrate, and commercialize new mass storage system architectures to meet the 

needs above [9,10,351. The NSL and closely related projects involve more than 20 participating organizations from 

industry, Department of Energy (DOE) and other federal laboratories, universities, and National Science Foundation 

(NSF) supercomputer centers. The current HPSS development team consists of IBM U.S. Federal, four DOE 

laboratories (Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, and Sandia), Cornell University, and NASA Langley and 

Lewis Research Centers. Ampex, DBM, Maximum Strategy Inc., Network Systems Corp., PsiTecb, Sony Precision 

Graphics, Storage Technology, and Zitel have supplied hardware in support of HPSS development and 

demonstration. Cray Research, Intel, IBM, and Meiko are cooperating m the development of high-performance access 

for supercomputers and MPP clients. 

Architectural overview 

The HPSS architecture is based on the IEEE M a s  Storage Reference Model: version 5 [8,19] and is network- 

centered, including a high speed network for data transfer and a separate network for control (Figure 1) 

[6,9,18,24,28]. The control network uses the Open Software Foundation's (OSJ?) Distributed Computing 

Environment W E )  Remote Procedure Call technology [291. In actual implementation, the control and data transfer 

networks may be physically separate or shared. An important feature of HPSS is its support for both paralie1 and 

sequential inpudoutput (UO) and standard interfaces for communication between processors @arauel or otherwise) and 

storage devices. In typical use, clients direct a request for data to an HPSS server. The HPSS server directs the 

network-attached storage devices or servers to transfer data directly, sequentially or in parallel, to the client node(s) 

through the high speed data transfer network as shown in Figure 1. (HPSS also supports server attached 

devicesTCPLP sockets and IPI-3 over High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) are W i g  utilized today; Fibre 

Channel Standard (FCS) with IPI-3 or SCSI, or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) will also be supported in the 

future [5,22,34,36]. Through its parallel storage and UO support by data striping, HPSS will continue to scale 

upward as additional storage devices and controllers and network connectivity are added. 
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The HPSS components shown in Figure 2 can be distributed and multiprocessed and are multithreaded using 

DCE threads [29]. Multithreading is also important to serve large numbers of concurrent users. HPSS also uses the 

DCE security, distributed time and directory service services. HPSS uses the Transarc Encina software for support of 

atomic transactions, logging, and system metadata [14,25]. The storage devices managed by HPSS can be organized 

into multiple storage hierarchies [3,9]. Storage system management, built around an Is0 mauaged object hmework, 

is another important HPSS focus [4,21,23]. 

HPSS components can be run either on single or distributed server machines or on one or more nodes of a 

patallel machine. The former is expected to be common in environments where storage services are required for 

multiple client hosts. The latter case is likely to be used where very high speed storage integration is useful in a 

single parallel machine environment, An example is given later of such an arrangement using HPSS to support higb 

speed parallel tape integrated with the IBM SPX disk based parallel fie system. 
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Figure 1. Example of the type of configuration HPSS is designed to suppoh 

The key objectives of HPSS are: 

Scalability in several dimensions--for example, distribution and mult iprming of servers, data transfer 

rates to gigabytes per second, storage capacity to petabytes, Ne sizes to terabytes, number of naming 

directories to millions, and hundreds to thousands of simultaneous clients. 

Modularity by building on the IEEE Reference Model architecture (see Figure 2) to support client access to 

all major system subcomponents, replacement of software components during the storage system’s 

lifecycle, and integration of multivendor bardm and software storage components. 

Portability to many vendors’ platforms by bdding on industry standards, such as the OSF DCE, standard 

communications protocols, C, POSE, and UNIX with no kernel modifications. HPSS uses commercial 
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products for system infrastmcture, and alI HPSS component interfaces have been put in the public domain 

through the IEEE Storage System Standards Working Group. 

Reliability and recoverability through support for atomic transactions among distributed components, 

mirroring and logging of system metadata or user data, recovery from failed devices or media, reconnection 

logic, ability to relocate dism%uted components, and use of software engineering development practices. 

Client APIs to all major system components, including a parallel client API and inteaface to vendor parallel 

N e  systems, and support for industry standard services such as FTP (sequential and parallel) and NFS. 

Future support will include AFSDFS, and Unix VFS. Support is also planned for interface to local and 

distributed file systems through the Data Management Interface Group (DMIG) standard. 

Security through DCE and POSM security mechanisms, including authentication, access control lists, file 

permissions, and security labels. 

System manageability through a managed object reporting, monitoring, and database framework, and 

management operations with graphical user interface access and control. 

Support for better integration with data management system through appropriate interface functionality at 

multiple levels in the architecture. 

Distributability by building on a clientkmer architecture and use of an OSF DCE infr-astructure. 

The shaded boxes for HPSS software components shown Figure 2 are defined in the IEEE Mass Storage 

Reference Model: version 5 [S,19]. 
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Figure 2. HPSS software model diagram. 

The HPSS parallel UO architecture 
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Before we discuss the main components in Figure 2 and their role in HPSS parallel UO we outline the model of 

parallel objects used in HPSS. Files are the main high level object discussed m this paper, but because all HPSS 

component ApIs are accessible, many other types of objects can be built on lower level HPSS abstractions. A 

HPSS parallel f ie  is logically a segment of bytes as in Unix. Two parameters specify how the parallel fde is laid 

out on logical volumes (devices), the stripe width and the block size as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. A file striped four ways on four virtual volumes (devices). 

The stripe widths and block sizes available at each level within the many possible HPSS storage hierarchies 

[3], are established by the system administrator through the GUI Storage System Management interface [4]. For 

example, a given set of disks might be grouped in striped virtual volumes of widths 1,2,4 and 8. A set of tapes at 

the next level of the hierarchy might only be available in striped virtual volumes of widths 1,2, and 4. This means 

that for migration both the 4 and 8 way striped disk files would migrate to 4 way striped virtual tape volumes in 

their respective storage hierarchies, but would cache back to disks as 4 or 8 way stripes as appropriate for their 

specified hierarchy. HPSS supports any stripe width, not just powers of two, although the Iatter is expected to be 

common. Setting the relative stripe widths and block sizes at different levels of a given hierarchy to be multiples of 

each other respectively will generally lead to increased parallel I/O and higher throughput. 

When files are created, the storage hierarchy, stripe width and block size are specified either implicitly or 

explicitly by class-of-service (COS) parameters within the HPSS openlcreate function [XI. Implicitly the 

application might specify latency and bandwidth which are then mapped to an appropriate storage hierarchy and 

virtual volume parallelism by the Bitfiie Server’using data for such a mapping provided by the Storage Server. The 

appropriate mappings between the COS parameters and actual stripe width, block size and hierarchy specifcations are 

set by the system administrator through the HPSS Storage System Management interface when virtual volumes are 
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created. Alternatively the application can explicitly specify the hierarchy, stripe width and block size, but these must 

conform to those available as confim by the system administrator. 

The main design objectives of the HPSS parallel I/O architecture and mechanisms are listed in the Parallel 

Transport Protocol section below. Central concepts in the HPSS parallel UO architecture are represented in the 

Parallel Transport Protocol m). Following the PTP discussion we then discuss each of the HPSS components in 

Figure 2 and outline its role in HPSS parallel YO. Following this discussion we provide several examples of parallel 

VO suppomd by HPSS. 

Parallel transport protocol 

The Parallel Transport Protocol (PTP) used by HPSS has, during the past two years, influenced and been 

influenced by the work of an industry, government, university group interested in designing a protocol supporting 

parallel data exchange of datasets meeting the objectives listed below 111. This protocol and the HPSS experience is 

also being used by the IEEE Storage System Standards Working Group P1244.Mvr standards group m its work [20]. 

PTP and HPSS parallel UG design goals are: 

1. Provide parallel data exchange between heterogeneous systems and devices (e.g., sources and sinks on be 

any distributed combination of storage abstractions such as segments of files, memory buffers in 

heterogeneous systems, physical devices, or network addresses.) 

2. Support any combination of parallel and sequential sources or sinks. 

3. Support network attached peripherals. 

4. Support gather/scatter and random access across heterogeneous systems; in particular any combination of 

stripe widths, blocking factors and regular or irregular data blocks can exist on the source and sink sides of 

the transfer (i,e., no assumptions can be made about source and sink data layouts) 

5.  Provide UO bandwidth improvements that implicitly scale with increasing physical parallel connectivity. 

6. Maintain independence h m  the lower level transport protocol &e., the PTP should work with any type of 

network and transport protocol, TCPLP, HIPPI, FCS, ATM, etc.). 
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7. Data flowing on any parallel path in a given parallel transfer should flow asynchronously to that on any 

other path. 

8. Support efficient sequential UO as a special case. 

9. Support the separation of data and control needed for a flexible parallel I/O architecture. 

The lprp sits above the Transport layer in a network architecture and can be used by a wide variety of higher 

level services and APIS. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give the FTP in detail. An outline of the PIP based 

on Reference [l] is now presented, with more detail in the Appendix. The general PTF' configuration and network 

model is shown in Figure 4. 

'Control poi 
Data port 

Client 

(Source or 
Sending side ) 

0 control coniiections 
C...".....,. ,L..."... (Public ports) 

c 

(Sink or 
Receiving side) 

--4 parallel data flow --$1 

Public control ports are used to initiate and setup a parallel transfer. Private control ports 
are created and associated with one or more data ports when additional connection control 
is necessary for data connections during a transfer. Private control and data ports are 
created specific to and exist during a given parallel transfer only. All private connections 
are established, and operate, in parallel. Data is transferred between a set of sending 
{sl,2..} and a set of receiving {rl,2 ...} data ports. A full logical interconnect between 
private control ports, and between the data ports, may b e  necessary for a parallel transfer. 
The client may be code associated with either of the two sewers or be a third party (as 
shown). (There are no architectural distinctions among clients and servers; these may be 
MPPs, workstation clusters, personal computers, intelligent peripherals or any other.) 

Figure 4. Parallel transport model. 

The PTP model assumes three entities, the Client (that logical entity initiating a transfer), a Source Server 

(Server 1) (the source of data), and a Sink Server (Server 2, the sink of data). The Client could be a third-party or be a 
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module collocated at either the Source or Sink servers. The model is defined assuming connection mode transport 

communication services. 

Two classes of connections, control ana data, are defined as logically separate, although they may or may not 

share the same physical network(s). Control connections are characterized by small packets of requests and replies and 

data connections by large packets of data A set of data connections are used for parallel transport of data. Implicit in 

a connection-oriented structure is the asymmetric structure that one si& (the passive side) listens for connection 

requests and the other side (the active side) initiates conne&on establishment 

In general, the source and sink data may be distriiuted over any of the abstractions listed in the first design goal 

and be located anywhere in the network. Thus, the Source and Sink servers shown in Figure 4 may be recursively 

made up of many distributed cooperating entities. 

The PTP defines: (1) the data struchrtes that specify the distributed Source data (gather-list) and the distributed 

Sink data (scatter-list); (2) the logical mapping mechanism between the gather/scatter lists; (3) the control 

information that must be exchanged among Client, Source and Sinks to control the transfer; and (4) the mechanism 

to specify the detailed transfer plan of required connections and which data flows over which connection. 

The data structure that specifies the gather/scatter-lists in requests among clients and servers is called an I/O 

Descriptor (IOD). The corresponding data structure used in replies among servers and clients is called an UO Reply 

(TOR). It should be noted that in an actual implementation, such as in HPSS, a server at one level can be a client of 

another server at a lower level. 

The IOD data structure contains the following information: 

function (e.g., read or write) 

source-descriptor-list (the gather-list of data source locations) 

sink-descriptor-list (the scatter-list of data sink locations) 

a unique uansfer ID generated by the client code 

The IOR record contains the following information: 

aunique transfer ID generated by the client code. 

a set of flags indicating successful or unsuccessN completion and an error code. 

source-reply-list, a description specifying source data results 

10 
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sink-reply-list, a description specifying sink data results. 

The concept introduced to support the mappings fnrm the data locations specified in the gather-list of source- 

descriptors, to the data locations specified in the scatter-list of sink-descriptors is called the trunsfer window (or 

window). The window is viewed as containing the n logically contiguous bytes of the total transfer. Each source- 

descriptor in the gather-list specifies an offset and length of m unique bytes (where m may be different for each 

desaiptor) for where the source data described is to be placea m tbe window and each sink-descriptor m the scatter-kt 

specifies an offset and length of k unique bytes (where k may be diffemt for each descriptor) far where the sink data 

described is to be obtained data 6rom the window. The soarcejsink descriptors also contain an address structure 

which define the location of the actual data. This address structure can take several forms. For example, it might be a 

network address (port); a file ID, offset and length; or a ship specification. The stripe specification contains an 

address (e.g., device, memory buffer, port) and an offset where to begin to get or put data fiodto the device. 'Ihere is 

also a block size and a stride (Le., ,the number of blocks to skip between blocks) defining how to get or put data 

frodto the window to/fiom the devices. 

The Source object mlght be distributed regular or irregular source 
segments or a striped object The sou-ptors map the sources to 
the window. 

Any sourco data layout can 
be  mapped to any sink data 
layout through the windo 

or 

The Sink object might be distributed regular or irregular sink segments or 
be a striped object. The slnkdescriptors map the window to the sinks. 

Figure 5. Mapping between gather-list and scatter-list using a logical window. 
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A user or application request to a Client initiates a transfer. The Client might be in a parallel YO library or a 

file transfer client modde as shown in later examples. Well known network control addresses (control ports) are 

assumed to be publicly available for the Client and Source and Sink servers. Public control connections are used to 

initiate, control, and describe the transfm, these are setup exchanges which are sequential. private control connections 

may be established during the transfer as neceSSary to control transfers on specific data connections. Data is moved in 

parallel over sets of data connections between storage objeds in the Source to storage objects in the Sink. Data 

connections are private (i.e., created specific to a transfer). 

The basic mechanics underlying PTP are quite simple as follows: 

1. The Client c o ~ e c t s  to the Well-known control port of the passive server and sends a unique transfer ID and 

a message to move dara. This message contains the IOD (which contains the function (read or write)) 

described earlier to specify the gathedscatler lists and window mappings. Either the Source or Sink can 

initially be the passive server. If the Client is collocated with one of the servers, the server is initially 

made passive to save control exchanges. During control exchanges between Movers at the start of the data 

transfer phase, the passivdactive roles are renegotiated. The passive server replies to this request with an 

IOR containing a set of descriptors with ports (network addresses) to use for the transfer and their 

relationship to the data d e s c r i i  in the IOD. These ports, depending on the lower level protocol in use, are 

either control ports to be used to establish and control the data connections, or the actual data ports to use 

for the transfer. All passive ports then listen for connect requests from the active server. 

2. The Client connects to the well-known control port of the active server, sends the unique transfer ID, and 

IOD structure which includes the passive server's source or sink descriptors with the ports returned above. 

3. Private control ports set up data ports or data ports have been defined directly. The active data ports connect 

(in parallel) to the listening passive data ports and transfer data in parallel. For a detailed description of how 

data is transferred on a single connection see Reference [ 181. 

4. The Servers reply to the Client with completion status in IO&. 

Each Server manages the movement of data between its physical devices and data ports. The protocol does not 

introduce dependencies on how data is distributed within the server (this distribution is architecturally specific to both 

a given system and the hardware involved). 
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With the above introductory description as background, the reader can now either continue on with the main 

body of the paper or go to the Appendix where we give a more detailed outline of PTP. We now outline each 

component in Figure 2 and discuss its role in HPSS and parallel UO. In particular, we discuss how the IOD that 

describes the UO is formed. 

HPSS component roles in parallel UO 

Application Interfaces. HPSS supports several high-level interfaces: currently Client MI, l?I”P (both 

standard and parallel), and NFS; with DFS/AFS, and VFS planned for future releases. We say a few words on those 

currently supported here and then illustrate their support of parallel I/O and paraliel files later. While not a client 

API, we also plan to suppoxt the DMIG specifcation for integration with other Ne systems. All the client interfaces 

contain control code to form IODs and communicate with HPSS. They also contain client mover code to perform 

the parallel 1.0. 

Client API. The HPSS Client-to-fde server API mirrors the POSIX Ne system interface specification where 

possible 1331. The Client API also supports extensions to allow the programmer to take advantage of the specific 

features provided by HPSS (e.g., class-of-semice passed at fde Creation and support for parallel data transfers) 1331. 

The HPSS client API supports client access to HPSS files as well as integration with other services such as FIT, 

NFS or a local p a d e l  fde system. The client MI code contains the Client and passive server defined in the PTP. In 

parallel UO, the key functions are the HPSS opedcreate function discussed earlier which determines the storage 

hierarchy, stripe width and block size of the file; standard POSM HPSS read and write functions which implicitly 

support reading or writing a parallel fde into or out of a single buffer or buffer list; and HPSS readlist and writelist 

functions which support explicit specification of multiple.sinks andor sources of data using the IOD data structure 

discussed earlier. The HPSS read, write, readlist and writelist client functions are mapped by the client API code into 

Bitfile Server reads and writes which take the IOD as an argument and returns the IOR structure discussed earlier. The 

client API code also contains Movers (see below) to manage its half of the data transfer phase of the Parallel Transfer 
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Protocol. Asynchronous VO, data cachinghuffering, and collective xxxxXxXX in which many processes perform 

UO as a group can be pmvided by higher level functions, if desired. 

FTP (standard and para llel). HPSS provides a standard FTP server interface to transfer files between HPSS and a 

local file system. In addition, a Parallel FI'P (E'FTP), an extension and superset of standard FI'P, has been 

implemented to provide high performance data tmsfers between client systems and HPSS via parallel data paths. 

M;s. The NFS V2 Server interface for HPSS provides transparent access to HPSS name space objects. NFS 

only supports sequential transfers to the clients. Our goal in the NFS m e r  design and implementation is to provide 

the Same performance (throughput and NFS transaction rate) as the native O.S. NFS on which the HPSS NFS server 

runs. Client systems to both the native HPSS and the NFS V2 service see the same name space and data The NFS 

V2 Server caches data from HPSS in large blocks at high speed using third-party, parallel data paths. 

Parallel file svstem . HPSS provides the capability to act as an external hierarchical file system to vendor 

Parallel Fie Systems (PFS). The first PFS/HPSS integration, discussed later, supports the IBM SPx PIOFS. Early 

deployment is also planned for Intel Paragon, Meiko CS-2 PFS and IBM RS 6OOO cluster integrations with HPSS. 

Name server (NS). The NS maps a user POSIX path name to an HPSS object. The NS provides a POSIX 

view of the name space, which is a hierarchical structure consisting of directories, Nes, and Iinks. Namable objects 

are any object identified by HPSS Storage Object IDS, such as sequential or parallel Nes or parallel virtual volumes. 

No knowledge of parallel YO is required of NS. The NS also provides the POSIX file protection services. 

Bitfile server (BFS). The BFS provides the POSIX byte stream fie abstraction to its clients, supporting 

b i f i e  sizes up to 2**64 bytes. Bitfiles can be striped as illustrated in Figure 3. The BFS supports both sequential 

and parallel read and Mte of data f r o d m  bitfiles. Sequential I/O is an efficient special case of parallel J/O with 

stripe width of one. Parallel files with a given stripe width and block size are created during the HPSS opedcreate 

call as described earlier. 



The reads and writes to a fde can be random, with the system managing reads and writes of partial files. There 

are two flavors of reads and writes. The first flavor is a standard POSlX read or write with the parallelism and 

blocking into or out of the specified buffer(s) being handled implicitly by the system. The second flavor is a form of 

read and write, called readlist and writelist, wherein the application, using IODs, can explicitly define the data layout 

of sources or sinks and mappings from these layouts to a striped HPSS file. An appIication buffer layout could, for 

example, be on different nodes of an S M P  or MPP, or different systems in a distributed set of workstations or other 

systems, or on a workstation cluster. The data layout can be regular or irregular contiguous chunks or be striped 

across nodes. Similarly, the IOD can specify arbitrary layouts on an HPSS file. 

The client API parallel UO support code (e.g., library) provides for control messages to and from the Name 

Server for mapping fie path names to bitfiie-IDs and to and from the Bitfile Server for the BFS-Read, and 

BFS-Write functions. Tbe two control parameters exchanged between the client API library and the BFS are the VO 

descriptor (IOD) and the I/O reply (IOR) described earlier m the P a d e l  Transport Protocol description. 

Within the scope of this paper we only use the IOD in our examples, IORs are assumed. One of the central 

concepts of the HPSS paraUel UO architecture is the specification of the data transfer plan through successive 

mappings of that part of the IOD structure for which HPSS is responsible as it is passed through HPSS’s layered 

Bitfile Server, Storage Server and Mover abstractions. The client API code provides the necessary detailed 

information in the IOD for the part of the YO for which it is responsible. Each server only has to know as much 

about the parallel 110 as is necessary for its role. The data transfer plan and mappings to and from the transfer 

window, outlined in the PTP discussion, are thus developed as the IOD(s) txavels through theHPSS smm. 

The IODs may start out at the application level as very simple, general parameters or be quite explicit, but are, 

in either case, successively mapped as appropriate into more detailed IODs by each H P S S  server in the HPSS-layered 

abstractions until ultimately, at the Mover level, IODs contain explicit communication ports, device addresses, 

offsets and lengths and their relationships to window offsets and lengths for the complete FTP parallel data transfer. 

Thus, the parallel transfer plan is the result of the transformation algorithms applied to the IOD as it passes through 

the system. For example, for a write function the source and sink-descriptor-lists of an IOD received by the BFS 

might consist of source-descriptors specifying window offsets and lengths and ports that bave been mapped to source 

buffer addresses and lengths, and a sink-descriptor that has a window offset and length and a singIe bifde ID, offset, 
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and length. The BFS then maps the single sink descriptor with the bitfile ID, offset and length into multiple sink- 

descriptors for each storage segment with appropriate window offsets and lengths and storage segment IDS, offsets 

and lengths and passes the expanded IOD stnrcture to the Storage Server (SS). The detailed sourcedescriptor-list part 

of the IOD obtained from the client is passed on unchanged through the servers m the write example. The SS then 

maps the sinkdescriptors with storage segment IDS, offsets and in lengths into sinkdesuiptors with device IDS, 

offsets, and lengths, and appropriate window offsets and lengths, and passes the expanded IOD structure to the 

Mover. The Mover carries out the parallel UO transfer plan defrned by the fully developed IODs. Later we give 

several examples of HPSS parallel YO. The BFS deals only with the storage segment abstraction provided by the 

Storage Server and is itself largely unaware of the parallel LIO mechanisms. 

Storage server (SS). The SS provides a hierarchy of storage object abstractions: logical storage segments, 

virtual volumes, and physical volumes. AU three layers of the SS can be accessed by appropriately privileged clients. 

For example, a parallel DBMS could be implemented directly on the SS storage segment layer. Our discussion in 

this paper uses the bitfiie abstraction for all examples. The SS branslates references to storage segments into 

references to the corresponding virtual volumes and finally into physical voIume references and device addresses. It 

also schedules the mounting and dismounting of removable media through the Physical Volume Library. An 

important simplifying SS design assumption is that storage segments do not span Virtual volumes. The SS, in 

conjunction with the Mover, has the main responsibility for orchesmtion of HPSS's parallel UO operations. The SS 

is responsible for all virtual and physical volume allocations. 

The SS receives storage segment IDS, offsets and lengths in IODs h m  the BFS and maps them first to the 

appropriate virtual volume IDS, offsets and lengths, then to physical volume IDS and offsets and length, specifying 

during this process appropriate window offsets and lengths. The SS then issues an atomic mount to the Physical 

Volume Library [12] component to mount the physical volumes (tapes) in the virtual volume. Atomic mounts are 

used as part of the deadlock avoidance mechanism 1121. After the mount is completed, the SS forks off multiple 

parallel threads to handle the LIO for each physical volume and associated UO device. The SS threads then pass on the 

expanded IOD structures to the Movers associated with the specified physical devices to carry out the data transfer 

specified by the IODs. 
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Physical volume library (PI%). The PVL manages al l  HPSS physical volumes. Clients, such as the SS can 

ask the PVL to mount and dismount sets of physical volumes. Clients can also query the status and characteristics of 

physical volumes. The PVL maintains a mapping of physical volume to cartridge and a mapping of cartridge to 

PVR and PVR location. The PVL also controls all allocation of drives. The PVL does not understand the concept of 

parallel VO and only executes the requested atomic or non-atomic physical volume mounts. All volume mount 

requests from all clients q e  handled by the PVL. This allows the PVL to prevent multiple clients from deadlocking 

when trying to mount intersecting sets of volumes 1121. The standard HPSS mount mterface is asynchronous, that is 

multiple mounts can be going on concurrently. 

Physical volume repository (PVR). The PVR manages all HPSS supported robotics devices and their media 

such as cartridges. Clients, such as the PVL, can ask the PVR to mount and dismount cartridges. Every cartridge in 

HPSS must be managed by exactly one PVR. Clients can also query the status and characteristics of cartridges. The 

PVR consists of these major parts: Generic PVR service, and support for devices such as Ampex, STK, and 

3494/3495 robot services, as well as an operator mounted device service. ?be PVRS contain no knowledge of 

parallel UO. 

Mover (Mvr). Movers are responsible for transferring data from source devices to sink devices. A device can 

be a standard YO device with geometry (e.g., a tape or disk), or a device without geometry (e.g., network, memory>. 

There are Movers for each type of device and network. Movers also perform device control operations. Movers 

perform the control and transfer for both sequential and parallel data transfers. The Movers, along with the Storage 

Servers, are the entities that are primarily responsible for HPSS parallel UO. ?he Movers perform the data transfer 

part of the Parallel Transport Protocol outlined earlier, using the appropriate network transport protocols as 

determined by the source(s) and sink(s) connectivity. For example, this might be parallel transfas using P I 3  on 

HIPPI, or Socket TCP/IP connections. The Movers determine the fmd data transfer plan of what data in what 

sequence goes over what required connections using the information in the detailed IODs they receive from the SS 
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threads. There are Movers on both the client and HPSS sides of a transfer with essentially identical code and 

functionality to implement their roles in the PIP. 

Storage system management (SSM). The HPSS SSM architecture is based on the IS0 managed object 

architecture [21,23 1. The Storage System Manager (SSM) monitors and controls the available resource of the HPSS 

storage system m ways that confonn to the particular management policies of a given site [4,33 1. With respect to 

parallel UO we have already mentioned the important role of SSM in providing the system administrator interface to 

control the configuration of the striping and blocking factors at each level of the storage hierarchies, the 

establishment of multiple hierarchies, and the grouping of physical volumes such as disks and tapes into striped 

virtual volumes. It also supports the system administrator m establishing the mapping of class-of-service parameters 

to virtual volume and other YO characteristics. Setting up the striping and blocking at each level of a hierarchy to be 

multiples of each other is an example of the care the system administrator must exercise to achieve optimal 

performance. Managing stripe widths for tape under various load assumptions is also important [17]. 

Migration and caching. Automatic migration and caching are controlled by a Migration/Purge server within 

storage hierarchies using the appropriate bitfiie and storage servers. HPSS al$o supports explicit HPSS also supports 

explicitly Storage and Purge commands m the client MI. Purge flnt migrates the specified data, ifnecessary, before 

deleting it. As stated earlier the system administrator uses the GUI interface and Storage System Management 

services to organize the devices being managed by HPSS into storage hierarchies consisting of virtual volumes at 

each level with specified characteristics. The stripe width and block size of the virtual volumes at each level can be of 

any size and the Movers will perform the appropriate blocking or deblocking and data transfers as storage objects 

such as files are migrated down the hierarchy from faster more expensive devices to slower less expensive devices, or 

cached up the hierarchy in the opposite direction. Later we give an example of the type of device-to-device I/O 

performed during migration and caching. Caching of partial files to the top of the hierarchy is triggered by an access 

or stage request. When the block containing the requested data arrives, it is delivered to the rquestor without waiting 

for the entire cache or storage to complete. File migration is triggered by higher level volumes filling up. Choice of 

parts of files to migrate is based on parameters such as size and access histroy. 
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Examples of HPSS parallel UO 

This section provides parallel UO examples directly using the Client API library, device-to-device copy, parallel 

YO for caching and migration t o / h  the NFS server, and Parallel FTP. 'Ihe first two examples ate given in some 

detail to illustrate the concepts and mechanisms presented m earlier sections. The remaining examples are given with 

less detail to give a general sense of the parallel YO control and data flows. Implicit in a l l  the examples is the 

mapping to or from window offsets and lengths that is taking place as the IODs are handled by each server. 

Application Client Parallel API 

As an example of an application client to HPSS parallel data transfer and the PTP mechanism, consider the four 

node parallel HPSS read of a disk N e  diagrammed in Figure 6. The Client in the FIT description is a module within 

the client API library code. Similarly, for this example, the Sink Server and associated client Movers of the FI'P 

description are also within the client API library code. The Source Server in this example is HPSS. In somewhat 

simplified form, with corresponding message numbers on Figure 6, the following communications take place. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The application opens the HPSS file with a call to the client API code which sends a message to the Name 

Server and receives a bidde ID in return. It then calls the client API code to open the file which in turn 

calls the BFS and receives a Ne-descriptor. The application issues a readlist function to the client API code 

with an IOD that in the sourcedescriptor-lt has the Nedescriptor, offset and length and in sink- 

descriptor-list has the machine IDS and buffer addresses of the application machine's four sink nodes. 

The client API libmy code logically communicates with its collocated Sink Server code, and using the 

information in the IOR returned, maps the IOD sinkdescriptor-list machine ID and buffer addresses to port 

IDS and issues a BFS-Rd call to HPSS with the expanded IOD. HPSS in this case is the active server. 

The BFS then modifies the IODs sourcedescriptor-list, which is a filedescriptor, offset, length, mapping 

fdedescriptor, offset, length to corresponding storage segment, offset, length source descriptors for this 

file and issues a SS-Read with the expanded IOD. 
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4 The SS maps the segment IDS, offsets and lengths to virtual volume IDS, offsets and lengths, then creates 

physical volume IODs for each physical volume, forks threads, one for each physical volume, to perform 

the corresponding UO for a IOD. The threads map the source-descriptors in the IODs to device addresses, 

offsets and lengths and issue Mvr-Reads to the Movers corresponding to the devices. 

5.  The Movers, in patallel, using the information m the completely specified IOD each receives and the 

unique transfer ID W) establishes connections to the listening application client Movers. The data 

transfer protocol on each connection contains a header with a TID, offset and length along with the data so 

that the data on each connection cau be sent asynchronously m parallel and be properly placed in the client 

buffers [IS]. The HPSS/client Mover pairs do the data transfers m parallel. 

6. The client Movers store the data in the client buffers. 

7. The Movers return IO& up their respective chain containing completion status. 

Clienl API Code 
I ,  . . .  i I  I 

a Data Path 

Management 
1 getattn'buks 

5 

Figure 6. Client parallel transfer. 
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The above description would have had some additional steps if the read was from parallel tape. In tbat case, the 

tape Storage Server would have sent an atomic mount request to the PVL which in turn would have seat mount 

requests to the PVR. When the atomic mount operation was complete the PVL would have notified the tape Mover 

to read the tape labels and then replied to the Storage Server. The Storage Server would then have sent read requests 

and IODs to the Movers as before. The tape Mover would then have positioned the tapes before initiating the data 

movement. 

HPSS Device-to-Device Parallel Copy 

We now give a more complicated example showing the use of the PTP in a device-to-device transfer within 

HPSS. The particular example is a parallel fde copy, but the central data transfer mechanism would also be used 

during migration and caching of data between devices at different levels of the storage hierarchy. In this example, the 

Bitfiie Server is the PTP Client and the tape and disk Storage Servers and their associate Movers are the PTP Sink 

and Source servers respectively. 

Figure 7 illustrates the control and data flow for the operation. Within the boxes are the HPSS component 

subsystems. The multiple Mover threads are shown but not the multiple SS threads. The numbers indicate the 

message flow sequence. In the control flow depicted, data is W i g  copied in parallel from disk to tape. 
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Figure 7. HPSS pamUel-to-padIe1 transfer. 

In the example depicted in Figure 7, a parallel disk-to--tape copy of a Ne  is being performed. The Ne on disk is 

striped across 4 devices, and is being transferred as a striped fie to 3 tape devices. The steps in performing the 

parallel transfer are listed below. The steps are split into the following categories, open, data movement, and close. 

Control flow for disk fide open: 

A client calls the HPSS open API to open the disk f i e  being transferred. 

The open API issues a get attributes request to the Name Server to retrieve the bitfile ID corresponding to 

the name of the file W i g  transferred. The external file name is a POSIX Ne path name. 

The open API issues an open call to the BFS, obtaining a fiedesaiptor. 

Control flow for tape file open: 

A client calls the HPSS open API to open (and create) the tape file. The externaI name is a POSIX file 

name. 
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The open API issues a create request to the BitNe Server. 

The Bitfile Server returns the bitfile ID to the open MI. 

The open API issues an insert request to the Name Server to associate the external file name with the bitfile 

IDremed. 

The open AFT maps the bitfile ID to a POSE file-descripuk. 

Control flow for data movement: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The client calls the HPSS writelist API to copy the file from disk to tape. An IOD with source/sink fie 

descriptors, offset, length and window offset and length information is supplied. 

The writelist API issues a write request to the Bitfile Server indicating the source/sink descriptor 

information. The IOD is modified to pass bittile source/sink information to the Bitfile Server. 

The Bitfiie Server translates the request into a logical segment and issues a create segment request to the 

tape Storage Server. 

The tape Storage Server returns a segment ID to the Bitfile Server. As additional storage segments are 

required during the transfer, this and the previous steps are repeated. 

The Bitfiie Server issues a write request to the tape Storage Server. The IOD is modified to contain storage 

segment sink information used by the Storage Server. 

The tape Storage Server translates the storage segment references to virtual volume references, and then to 

the physical volumes associated with the virtual volumes then SS threads are forked to handle the physical 

volume UO. 

The tape Storage Server locates Movers associated with the physical devices for the parallel transfer. 

The tape Storage Server issues an atomic mount request to the Physical Volume Library to atomically 

mount the tape physical volumes. 

The Physical Volume Library issues mount requests to the Physical Volume Repository which manages 

the tape media type. 

The Physical Volume Library issues a request to the tape Movers to read the tape IabeIs to assure the correct 

tapes were mounted. 
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e 

e 

The Physical Volume Library returns the device address of the tape read/write station (sink information) to 

the tape Storage Server. 

The tape Storage Server issues a write request to each of the tape Movers. ?he IOD has been modified to 

pass device sink information to the tape Movers. 

Ekch tape Mover returns its listen-port addresses to the Bitfile Server in an YO reply. 

The Bitfile Server issues a read request to the disk Storage Server. The tape listen-port addresses are passed 

in the IOD sink information. 

The disk Storage Server translates the storage segment references to virtual volume references, and then to 

the physical volumes associated with the virtual volumes. 

The disk Storage Server determines which disk Movers are associated with the parallel transfer. 

The disk Storage Server forks off threads for each disk volume and in turn issues a read request to a 

corresponding disk Mover. The IOD has been modified to pass device source information to the disk 

Movers. 

The disk Movers connect to the tape Mover listen-ports, and send transport options and stripe and blocking 

information. 

The tape Movers respond with data port addresses and transfer information (during the transfer, the tape 

Movers will be the active entities). 

The disk Movers connect to the tape Mover data ports and transfer data. 

Once all data is transferred, the disk and tape Movers send IOR to the disk and tape Storage Server &, 

which in turn, send IORs to the Bitfide Server. 

The Bitfie Server replies to the client. 

Control flow for disk close: 

The client calk the HPSS close API to close the disk file. 

The close API issues a close request to the Bitfiie Server to close the bitfiie. 

Control flow for tape close: 

The client calls the HPSS close AE'I to close the tape file. 

The close API issues a close request to the Bitfile Server to close the bitfile. 
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The Bitfiie Server issues a (storage segment) unmount request to the tape Storage Server. 

The tape Storage Server translates the storage segment references to virtual volume references, and then to 

the physical volumes associated with the virtual volume. A request is then issued to the Physical Volume 

Library to unmount the physical volumes. 

The Physical Volume Library issues unmount requests to the Physical Volume Repository to actually 

unmount the tape cartridges. 

NFS Transfer 

Figure 8 depicts the components of the NFS V2 Server [3l]and their interrelationships. This particular example 

is for an NFS read operation. The numbers indicate flow sequence. The NFS Mount daemon, which runs as a 

separate process from the NFS server, reviews the export list to determine if the client may mount the directory. If 

the mount request is honored, the Mount daemon returns an NFS handle which is used m subsequent requests to the 

NFS server to obtain NFS handles to HPSS Ne objects. 

NFS clients access the NFS server APIs through the reentrant ONC RPC library. When the NFS server is 

requested to operate on an HPSS file object, the NFS handle that is sent in the request is verified with the export 

list. 

Requests that may timeout, causing the client to reissue the request, are saved in a structure. This structure is 

queried for requests that are likely to cause duplicates. If a request is determined to be a duplicate request, the NFS 

server sends the reply data that is also saved in the structure. 

The client API library provides the control path to HPSS. Both HPSS and local control information are cached 

in structures, which are managed by the header cache and data cache libraries, respectively. 

When a bitfile is read or written, the data is read from or written to the NFS data cache. Bitfie data is retrieved 

from (written to) HPSS when required by the data cache manager, which provides the high speed parallel data path to 

HPSS. The parallel YO is handled as previous examples have outlined. 
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local 6 disk cache 

++Control Path 
-Data Path 

Figure 8. NFS transfer. 

Parallel FTP (PFTP) 

The standard Internet FTP I221 supports sequential transfer (get, put, append) of whole files. It supports 

separation of data and control connections and, therefore, it supports control requests and replies on one network and 

data transfers on another network (e.g., higher speed network) or enables a client on one host to initiate a transfer 

between a source and sink on two other hosts. This separation of control and data transfers is exactly the architecture 

needed to support high speed FTP service for HPSS. What is needed are extensions to the standard FTP to support 

parallel files and parallel transfers 132). The FP extensions to provide parallel I/O support are outlined here. A 

design and implementation goal has been to provide for portability. Current ports exist on the IBM the RS 6000 

supporting TCPDP socket and P I S  over HIPPI data communication, the Intel Paragon supporting TCP/IP socket 
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data communication and Meiko supporting IPI-3 over HIPPI data communication. All implementations use TCP/IP 

control connections. The extensions also support partial file transfer, which we felt is going to be important as file 

sizes of 10s GB to terabytes become common. When we have had more experience with P F P ,  we plan to turn the 

PFI'P specification over to the Internet Engineering Task Force as a base for possible standardization. At the user 

command line level Pz;Tp supports parallel append (Pappend), parallel get (Pget), and parallel put (Pput). During 

communication between the PFI'P client code and the PETP daemon on the HPSS si&, the FlT port, store and 

retrieve commands have been extended to support the parallel file If0 and partial file transfer services. Because a seek 

is required for partial file transfers, @el open and close commands have also been added. 

- 

We started with public domain standard Fl? client and daemon code. TheFl? client code had to be modified to 

support multiple Movers for handling the parallel data transfers and the extended commands. ?his required a little 

over lo00 lines of additional C source code to support both parallel TCP/IP and IPI-3 over HIPPI data transfers. The 

FTP daemon code had to be modified to support the extended commands and to build the IOD for communication 

with HPSS. ?his required about 100 additional lines of C source code. 

Figure 9 illustrates the control and data flow for the parallel FIT' interface to HPSS. This particular example is 

for a Pget operation. The numbers indicate flow sequence. The Parallel FIT Client determines the parallelism 

required at its end (a function of the stripe width of the local file, local I/O architectures and network c o ~ e ~ t i ~ i t y ) ,  

spawns Client Mover threads for each parallel connection which listen for connections, opens the local and remote 

files, passes the local client Mover ports to the daemon, issues a retrieve command, receives the parallel data 

streams, and issues readdwxites to the local storage (which might be a local parallel Ne system). The parallel FTP . 
daemon builds an HPSS IOD and calls the HPSS Client A P I  readlist function. This results in parallel data transfer 

controlled by the HPSS Movers. 
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Figure 9. Parallel FlT transfer. 

HPSS Integration with a Parallel System's Local Parallel File System 

There is a spectrum of possible ways to integrate a parallel system's local parallel frle system (PFS) and a 

storage system such as HPSS. The characteristic that defines where an integration exists on this spechum is the 

transparency as seen by a user or application of the combined name space and data location between the local and 

storage file systems. At one end, which we will call the importlexport end, an explicit command must be issued to 

move a file or partial file between a PFS and HPSS. At this end, two separate name spaces exist and multiple 

independent copies of the data exist. The use of FIT is an example of an integration mechanism at this end. 

At the other end of the spectrum there is a single name space and data is automatically cached to the local PFS 

from HPSS as it is accessed using partial copies, or automatically migrates to HPSS when not recently accessed and 

space must be freed for the PFS. Thus, the application logically just sees a local PFS. which is a very large virtual 

store. The Unix Virtual File System (VFS) provides a model of a transparent integration mechanism for sequential 
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access and transfers. The Data Management Interface Group (DMIG) has specified mechanisms that use a local file 

system's name space as  see^ by applications but provides for transparent mechanisms to move whole files between 

local and remote systems. This approach does not, however, provide a uniform name space across multiple client 

systems. NFS and DFS server integrations with storage are examples of mechanisms to provide more transparency, 

but also do not support parallel I/O. 

One would like to perform the integration such that high speed parallel transfers exist between applications and 

PFS, and between PFS and HPSS when appropriate connectivity supports parallel I/O. For example, NFS provides 

improvements in transparency but does not support parallel transfers to an application, although the HPSS NFS 

server does support high speed parallel transfers for caching and migration of large blocks. Similarly, the Andrew 

File System (AFS) [27J and Open Software Foundation's (OFS) Distributed File System (DFS).[30] support 

improvements in name space transparency over NFS, but again their protocols need to be modified to support 

parallel or even sequential high speed third-party transfers both to the application and between the a DFS server and 

HPSS. 

The HPSS project is either using or planning to use existing industry standard mechanisms such as NFS, VFS, 

DMIG, and DFS to provide increasing transparent integration of HPSS and working with industry groups to 

improve the mechanisms and protocols to support transparent high speed parallel integration of HPSS with PFSs. 

An example is the Parallel Tmport Protocol work and collaboration with the Scalable VO Initiative [2]. There are, 

however, many issues needing resolution for full 

It should be noted that there are classes of applications and configurations where it may be most appropriate for 

applications to bypass access to either local PFS and directly to YO to/fiom HPSS. Characteristics of such 

environments would be requirements for relatively large YO transfers and an HPSS configuration with appropriate 

connectivity to the parallel system and number of resources. 

We are also working with vendors and users to utilize the most effective import/export mechanisms available 

with a given PFS to integrate with HPSS. An example of this type of integration is the use of HPSS to support 

parallel tape services on the IBM SPx. Jn the initial integration, the tapes are connected to SPx nodes and the goal is 

to support high speed parallel impodexport of data between the PFS controlled disks and the HPSS controlled tapes 

using the high speed internal SPx switching network. 
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HPSS to SPx PFS parallel-to-parallel transfer 

Figure 10 illustrates the control and data flow for an HPSS to IBM SPx PFS parallel-to-parallel transfer. This 

particular example is for an export operation from PFS to HPSS. HPSS can run on a SPX node(s) or a separate 

server. "he numbers indicate flow sequence. An HPSS import/export daemon is mponsibIe for receiving the PFS 

requests, and communicating when the request has completed. For each request, an HPSS open API is issued, 

followed by a writelist API (for export), or readlist API (for import). l'he Mover has additional logic to issue PFS 

open and read (or write) APIs thus only a single Mover is required. l'he second Mover is implicitly in the PFS 

library and PFS. All other HPSS server processing is unaffected. Once the transfer has completed, the impodexport 

daemon closes the HPSS fie. 

Figure 10. HPSS to SPx PFS parallel-to-parallel transfer. 

(HPSS can run either on a SPx node(s) or separate server.) 
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Summary and Status 

We have described the core parallel UO mechanisms used in HPSS and its client interface services and given 

examples of their use. The key HPSS components involved in the parallel YO architecture are the Storage Servers 

and the Movers. The cenaal data structure used for descn'bing a paralIel transfer is the YO descriptor @OD) with its 

source and sink descriptor lists. The successive expansion of the IOD is it is passes through the system to creak the 

parallel transfer plan and' is a key architectural concept. The basic YO ttansfer madel is baaed on a general Parallel 

Transport Protocol (PIP). 

Parallel YO is a relatively new area of research, development and practical application [2,11,13,16]. There is 

much to be learned about parallel YO and its use at application; library, language and compiler; operating system; 

local parallel frle system; and parallel and distributed storage systems levels. As we learn more about the total end-to- 

end parallel UO environment and how to integrate the various levels into easy to use parallel programming models, 

APIs, and tools we are confident that the modularity and parallel YO architecture mechanisms of HPSS have the 

flexibility to evolve and integrate with the evolving total parallel UO environment. 

As this paper is being written, January 1995, HPSS Release 1 (Rl) is in final integmtion testing and design is 

underway for integration with the Intel Paragon and Meiko parallel file systems. R1 supports the architecture 

described in this paper and supports parallel tape. Much of the coding for HPSS Release 2 (R2) has also been 

completed. R2 supports parallel disk, multiple hierarchies, and parallel migration and caching between storage 

devices at different levels of the hierarchy. General R2 availability is planned for late 1995. 
/ 

HPSS parallel disk and tape I/O and parallel FTP were demonstrated at Supercomputing '94 in November 1994 

in Washington, DC. The demonstration configuration in the HPSS booth shown in Figure 11 consisted of a four 

node IBM SP2, RS 6000 and PsiTech fiamebuffer with Sony monitor as client systems. Four SCSI disks on the 

SP2 nodes, 2 IJ3M 9570 Raid disks, 2 Ampex DST 600 D2 tape drives, 4 IBM 3480 tape drives and an IBM NTP 

drive were the available storage devices. The system was interconnected by a 32 no& Network Systems Corp. HlPPI 

switch. Example data rates demonstrated, were 80 MB/s from the two 9570s to the SP2 (the limiting factor was the 

40 MB/s SP2 channels), 26 MB/s from the two DST 600s to the framebuffer (we have also Seen 39 MB/s from three 
/ 
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Ampex drives to an RS 6OOO at the National Storage Laboratory) and 15 MB/s from the four SCSI drives to the 

framebuffer. Based on our observation of HPSS with our development and demonstration hardware we see no limits 

to scalability at this time introduced by the HPSS software. The limits observed are device and host channel rates, 

number of available devices and their connectivity and choices made for data layout such as stripe width and blocking 

factors at source and sink. 

Control 
Network 

\ \ -  

Storage Unit Control Network 

Figure 11. HPSS configuration used in the Supercomputing '94 demonstration. 

(The RS 6000 was used as the HIPPI controller for the tape systems.) 
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Appendix A. Detailed outline of the parallel transport protocol 

Initially, all servers are listening on their well-known public control ports. The Client receives a user or 

application request (e.g., Transfer (Source GatherList, Sink ScatterList) and starts the transfer. The transfer may 

involve two or three parties. The Client may be associated with either of the servers or be a third party. In the two- 

party case, the Client and the passive server =@the same party; the functions described below for the passive server 
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are then performed internally within the collocated Client and Server. The two-party case is expected to be the most 

common case. 

Client to passive server 

The client 

The Client generates a unique transfer identifier for this transfer which wilI be used in a l l  messages exchanged 

among the parties involved in the transfer (e.g., this will be used to identify the group of parallel transactions as 

parts of a single logical transfer). The Client chooses one server to be passive and the other to be active. The Client 

connects to the passive server using the well-known network control address of this server, and sends it an IOD 

message. The ZOD contains the command to move data (read or write) relevant for that server, and the appropriate 

source or sink-descriptor lists. The message also requests a set of network ports mapped to window offsets and 

lengths. If the passive sewer is the data source, then the gather list is sent, otherwise, the scatter list is sent. 

The cIient waits for one or more replies (ZOR messages) from the set of servers associated with the passive side 

of the transfer (replies to the client's request may come from many distriiuted servers involved m a logical server). 

When all of the expanded IOD lists requested have been accounted for in the IORs returned to the Client, the Client 

Canproceed. 

The passive server 

The passive server (listening for client connects): 

receives the IOD describing the data to be transferred, 

determines the physical media involved in storing and moving the data, 

determines device direct transfer capability, 

generates and associates control ports with the movement of data such that local move rates can be 

maximized, 

maps device&& offset, lengths to the data ports, and window offsets and length to be used for 

transmission, 

determines data port protocol options, and 
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replies to the Client with this information in an IOR message. (With this information, active server ports 

will know the addresses of the passive server ports to connect to in order to setup the data port data 

exchange and h o w s  how the passive server's data is mapped to or form the window.) Listens are posted on 

these ports to wait for connect requests (possibly many ports are listening for possibly many simultaneous 

connections). Data transmission logically begins when the connect requests are received (connect and 

transfer, below). 

In the special case where no additional control exchanges would be neceSSary to setup the actual data transfer 

over the data connections, data port, rather than control port, addresses are returned m the IOR to the client, and the 

data ports post listens. This will be a frequent case. 

Client to active server. 

The client 

The Client constructs an IOD for the active server, when a l l  IORs have been r e h e d  from the passive server, 

which contains: 

the relevant command to move data (read or writ6 and an IOD containing the passive server's descriptor list 

describing (1) the control port addresses, data port protocol options, and the transfer assignments (window 

mappings) from al l  of the IORs received from the passive servers, and (2) the logical transfer assignments 

(a scatter (write) or gather (read) list as appropriate for the active server). 

The Client connects to the active Server's well-known public control port, and sends the IOD. 

The active server 

The Active Server receives the IOD hcriiing the data move, examines the part of the IOD structure descriiing 

its half of the transfer (the scatter(write) or gather(read) distribution list, whichever is relevant, and 

determines the physical media involved, 

determines direct device transfer capabilities of the media, 

generates control ports to maximize local move rates, if needed, 
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maps the transfer window assignments implied in the IOD to the control ports (assigns the control ports a 

portion of the transfer window), 

determines the port to port interconnect between the servers (data transport plan) by reading the passive 

server's control port list and transfer data window assignments supplied in the IOD constructed by the 

Client from the passive server(s) IO&, and 

determines the data port protocol to be used on a connection basis. 

Connect control and data transfer between passive and active servers 

All of the following connect and transfer activities occur in parallel. In the special case where data ports were 

passed to the active server, only data port connect and transfer below is performed (in this case it was found that no 

additional control exchanges would be necessary to setup and control the data transfer over the data connections and 

therefore data port addresses were supplied by the Client). All passive server ports assigned to this specific transfer 

are currently listening for active port COMW~~.  

Active control ports 

Active control ports establish connections with each of their (passive) peers. Multiple connections will be 

established in parallel if multiple control ports are involved on the active side. Further, a given port on either side 

may be involved in several connections, depending on the required data transfer plan. 

Determine connection control 

Data ports are created or reused as necessary. An Initiator message is sent to the passive server tbat contains 

the data port protocol to use, 

the transfer window data identification (window offset and length), 
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which side will assume control of the data connection (this depends for example on the device type at each 

end), and 

if the passive side data port will control the data connection (a role reversal), the data port address it is to 

connect to (the active si& data ports post a listens in this case before the message is sent). 

. 
Passive control ports 

Passive control ports reply with an Initiator message containing the data port address to connect to, and the 

window offset and length of the data to be moved. The amount of data moved between the data ports will be the 

minimum of the lengths exchanged between the two control ports (buffers may mismatch). 

Data port connect and data transfer: 

Data ports connect. Active ports connect to passive ports in parallel. 'Ihere may be multiple connections if 

multiple data ports are involved on either side. 

Transfer Data. Data is transferred in parallel for each independent data port connection pair. Data to be 

transferred is identified by a data tag (transaction identifier, offset, size}. The active port will either pull or push 

the data in a desired order. When pushing, the data tag is sent to the passive port followed by the data . When 

pulling , the data tag is sent to the passive port requesting the dam, and the passive port responds with the data tag 

followed by the data. This action is not necessary if the underlying protocol alrady has an equivalent mechanism. 

For an example of the type of protocol used on a given connection see Reference [18]. 

Completion status. Completion status is returned to the control port. 

Iterate until all data transferred. Active control ports may optionally send a completion message to the 

respective passive control port giving the completion status and bytes moved before iterating. 
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Termination 

Each server collects completion status from the ports assigned ts, the transfer, forms a completion status list 

corresponding to the assigned transfer responsibilities, and reports to the Client with an IOR completion message. 

The Client (listening for server replies) determines IO completion when the senre&) report [only one server can 

report with an IOR in a two party transfer]. Server control ports are closed. Completion status is returned to the user. 

The transfer 


